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Background

European Parliament adopted on 18 January 2007 a resolution on gender mainstreaming in the 
work of the committees (P6_TA(2007)0010). In the resolution Parliament "Congratulates the 
parliamentary committees which have put gender mainstreaming into practice in their work, 
and calls on the other committees to do likewise" (para 10).

The Committee on Constitutional Affairs has so far had no strategy for implementing gender 
mainstreaming. As a responsible vice-chair for gender mainstreaming, nominated by the 
Committee, I have tried to fill in this gap. 

I am proposing that the Committee could discuss the following proposal for a Mission 
Statement and adopt it in good time before the next European elections.
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Proposal for a Mission Statement on Promoting Gender Equality in the work of the 
Committee

The European Parliament's Committee on Constitutional Affairs undertakes to promote 
gender equality:

A. in the questions that fall into its competence under Annex VI of the Rules of Procedure:

1. the institutional aspects of the European integration process, in particular in the 
framework of the preparation and proceedings of conventions and intergovernmental 
conferences;

- The Committee strives for a balanced gender representation in the future conventions and 
their administrative bodies. The gender aspect must be taken into account when choosing 
Parliament's representatives to the intergovernmental conferences.

2. the implementation of the EU Treaty and the assessment of its operation; 

- In the assessment, the Committee pays attention to the realisation of the gender 
mainstreaming article of the Treaty: "In all its activities, the Union shall aim to eliminate 
inequalities, and to promote equality, between men and women." (Title II, art 2f in the Lisbon 
Treaty, Art 3(2) of the EC Treaty)

3. the institutional consequences of enlargement negotiations of the Union; 

-

4. interinstitutional relations, including, in view of their approval by Parliament, examination 
of interinstitutional agreements pursuant to Rule 120(2) of the Rules of Procedure; 

-

5. uniform electoral procedure; 

- The Committee will examine possibilities to enlarge the number of women among the 
Members of the European Parliament. Special attention will be paid to the examples of using 
quotas in nominating candidates.

6. political parties at European level, without prejudice to the competences of the Bureau; 

- The Committee requests the political parties to commit to gender balance when electing 
their leadership and to implement gender mainstreaming in their political programs.

7. the determination of the existence of a serious and persistent breach by a Member State of 
the principles common to the Member States; 

-

8. the interpretation and application of the Rules of Procedure and proposals for amendments 
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thereto

The Committee pays special attention to the gender mainstreaming when making its general 
rules review report.

B. by asking the political groups to ensure in so far as reasonably practicable:

- that women are represented in the Committee in the next legislature in a proportion 
reflecting the number of women in the Parliament (in the present Committee, there are 17,9 % 
women, when there is about one third of women in the whole Parliament);

- that this proportion is equally reflected in the nominations for candidates for Chair and Vice-
Chairs as well as appointments to Coordinators;

- that gender balance is adequately reflected in the distribution of reports and opinions.
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